We develop an information quality model based on a user-centric view adapted from Financial Accounting Standards Board 1 , Wang et al. 2 , and Wang and Strong 3 . The model consists of four essential attributes (or assertions): 'Accessibility,' 'Interpretability,' 'Relevance,' and 'Integrity.' Four sub-attributes lead to an evaluation of Integrity: 'Accuracy,' 'Completeness,' 'Consistency,' and 'Existence.' These sub-attributes relating to 'Integrity' are intrinsic in nature and relate to the process of how the information was created while the first three attributes: 'Accessibility,' 'Interpretability,' and 'Relevance' are extrinsic in nature. We present our model as an evidential network under the belief-function framework to permit user assessment of quality parameters. Two algorithms for combining assessments into an overall IQ measure are explored, and examples in the domain of medical information are used to illustrate key concepts. We discuss two scenarios, 'online-user' and 'assurance-provider,' which reflect two likely and important aspects of IQ evaluation currently facing information users -concerns about the impact of poor quality online information, and the need for information quality assurance.
I. INTRODUCTION
We work in an information economy 4 , interact in an information society, and live in an information w orld 5 . Identification and management of corporate information has become a specialized business sub-discipline, but availability of information alone is no longer a strategic advantage -quality of information is 6 . We often implicitly depend on the quality of information we use in decisions, yet poor quality information is often cited as a source of lost productivity or failed enterprise 3, 6, 7, 8, 9 . The quality of information on the Internet is of great concern 10 and its uncritical use poses serious risks. Biermann et al. 11 and Silberg et al. 12 cite glaring omissions and inaccuracies in online medical information.
Yet, despite its importance and value, the quality of information from many contexts is often variably or loosely defined or simply ignored 3, 13, 14, 15 . A means to assess information quality (IQ) for decision-making is vital. Without clearly defined attributes and their relationships, we are not just unable to assess IQ; we may be unaware of the problem. We need to understand the attributes of IQ and to have a broadly applicable, meaningful way to combine evaluations of them into a single quality measure. Unfortunately, various problems with pre-existing IQ models hinder this: limitation to a specific view of information or quality, missing attributes, and confusion or dependence between attributes and sub-attributes. For example, one well-known product-oriented IQ model by Wang and Strong 3 presents a key IQ attribute of Believability, with a sub-attribute of source credibility. Yet something credible is defined as having sufficient evidence to be believed, and thus there is circularity between the levels. Also, since evidence of source credibility may be assessed without examining information itself, any weight placed on credibility occurs at the wrong le vel in the model.
Another, systems-oriented IQ model by Wand and Wang 7 evaluates many intrinsic aspects of information completeness and consistency, but fails to include an attribute such as 'existence', an important attribute of information from auditing (e.g., see Mautz and Sharaf 16 ).
Information meeting the test of existence is neither false nor redundant. For example, a hospital's patient record database would violate an 'Existence' attribute if it contained: 1) records for nonexistent patients, 2) redundant (i.e. wrongly repeated or duplicate) patient records, 3) fictitious fields or 4) fictitious values for valid fields.
What is needed is an IQ model flexible enough to work across various domains and purposes of users' interests, robust enough to capture criteria from the information production process of interest and of importance to users, and with clearly defined theoretical constructs as dimensions for testing against the perceptions of information users. A means of combining evaluations assigned to IQ attributes is also needed.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop such a conceptual model for assessing IQ, with all its essential dimensions or attributes that determine the quality, in any domain. We incorporate features of other key IQ models (e.g., Financial Accounting Standards Board 1 (FASB); Wang et al. 2 ; Wang and Strong 3 ) along with addressing and resolving their pre-existing problems. We detail and address the problems highlighted above, and additional problems of the models, in Section III. Since assessing information quality is a process of gathering items of evidence pertaining to each attribute (dimension) of IQ and aggregating them to make an overall judgment, we develop the IQ assessment model using the evidential network approach of Srivastava et al. 17 (see also Srivastava and Mock 18 ) under the belief-function framework. In general, an item of evidence pertaining to an IQ attribute has associated uncertainty -we can never be sure that an item of evidence fully assures that the attribute is met. In such a situation, we need a framework to represent the associated uncertainty. As argued by Srivastava and Shafer 19 and empirically tested by Harrison et al 20 (see also Curley and Golden 21 ) in an auditing context, the belief-function framework provides a broader framework for representing uncertainties in evidence, especially when the evidence provides only one-sided support; i.e., the evidence either supports or refutes the attribute. It is not easy to represent such evidence in the probability framework. Moreover, the probability framework is a special case of the belieffunction framework (Shafer and Srivastava 22 ).
Thus, this paper presents a simple and intuitive framework that incorporates features of other key IQ models and addresses pre-existing problems of interdependence, omission and confusion within dimensions. The model is then described as an evidential network under the belief-function framework for explicitly tracking the support levels obtained from items of evidence pertaining to various IQ attributes or assertions and combining them into an overall IQ assessment. We discuss two scenarios, 'online-user' and 'assurance-provider,' which reflect two likely and important aspects of IQ evaluation currently facing information users -concerns about the impact of poor quality online information, and the need for information quality assurance.
The remaining sections of the paper are as follows: Section II briefly reviews information, quality, and IQ definitions; Section III describes our proposed IQ model and its extensions relative to key IQ models; Section IV describes our IQ model as an evidential network; Section V describes sensitivity analyses performed on the network and Section VI discusses their results;
Section VII presents conclusions and directions for future research. Appendices A and B provide brief reviews of Belief Functions and Auditor's Assistant, the software used in sensitivity analysis.
II. INFORMATION, QUALITY, AND INFORMATION QUALITY
In this section we discuss the definitions used for information, quality, and information quality, and present a categorization of information quality views and models.
Information
The origin of the word data is a Latin noun, datum, meaning something that is given. An alternate definition is facts or pieces of information. "Inform" means to give form or character 23 .
Thus we use the definition that information is 23 , or contains 5 , input or pieces of information (data) organized to some purpose. Throughout the paper we treat data and information synonymously 24 .
There are at least six different schools of thought regarding information (Table 1) . Each embodies the concept of information as a signal with senders and receivers 24, 25 , and each is consistent with our treatment of information created from structured input or data.
-----Insert Table 1 here -----Some information definitions (e.g. Davenport and Prusak 23 ) invoke fitness for the user's purpose to discriminate data from information. This invites confusion between structured information, which is stable across user contexts 5 , and its usefulness. Input needs to be organized to some purpose to be information, but not necessarily a specific purpose nor that defined by a given user 24 . Fitness of use for the domain and purpose of interest to the user defines information quality, not information. Otherwise, we should recognize "useless information" as an oxymoron.
Quality
There is long-standing support for the user-centric, product-oriented approach to defining quality (see, e.g., Deming 26 , Garvin 27 , Juran 28 , Wang and Strong 3 , and Huang et al. 6 ), and there is intuitive simplicity in it. Fitness of use as an IQ definition also has an additional advantage.
Since information is highly fungible -the same information may be used by consumers with widely variant purposes and grossly dissimilar domains of interest -we need a highly flexible, yet consistent definition. Unlike other products where the quality can be uniquely defined 27 , information quality varies with the user's perspective. The same information may be of high quality for one user and be of low quality for another. For example, a list of names with mailing addresses in a given locality may be of high quality for a user who wants to mail advertisements for a consumer product but may be of low quality for a user who wants to contact all the medical doctors in the locality.
Information Quality
Just as there are multiple views regarding the concepts of information and quality, there are multiple views on what defines IQ or its dimensions as evidenced from information quality literature (see, e.g., FASB 1 , Wang et al. 2 , and Wang and Strong 3 ). These tend to vary based on the definitional approach to quality (intrinsically or extrinsically defined) as well as the model of information (theoretical, system or process output, or product). Theoretical models 2 define IQ conceptually based on introspection and logical analysis. Process-focused models (e.g. Kinney 29 )
view information as a by-product of measurement. If the measurement process is accurate and properly applied according to user requirements, then the resulting output is expected to be quality information. System-focused models center on specifying the many views and formats involved in the collection, storage, retrieval and display of information 25 such that the information that results from the process or the system should correctly represent the real-world view of interest to the user 7 . A user-centric model (e.g. Wang and Strong 3 ) defines quality information as meeting user needs according to external, subjective user perceptions.
Each of these views has its strengths and weaknesses. Theoretical models provide good explication of constructs and relationships aimed at describing users' needs and grounded in the literature, but they tend to treat quality as an objective construct, ignoring user perceptions.
Systems-and process-oriented models tend to capture more details specific to intrinsic attributes of information, but view information as a process output or byproduct. User-centric models capture the broader range of attributes described as important by information consumers, but do not provide clearly defined constructs for these attributes. But, just as there are common dimensions for determining the quality of a type of wood for a given use, despite the plethora of types and uses available (e.g. grain, color, hardness, cost, rarity, etc.), general attributes applicable across domains and purposes of interest to information users may provide stable dimensions for assessing information quality.
III. PROPOSED IQ MODEL
In this section we describe our proposed model of information quality, its attributes, and Figure 1 may be summarized by a simple, ordered mnemonic of the main attributes: AI 1 RI 2 -Accessibility, Interpretability, Relevance, and Integrity.
----- Figure 1 -----Similar to Financial Accounting Standards Board 1 and Wang and Strong 3 , we define quality of information here as a global assessment of its fitness for use. Wang et al. 2 consider 'usefulness', but either misuse or misplace it in their model, since its location suggests that information might be inaccessible or unintelligible and yet still useful. Briefly, to determine the quality of information we must: 1) get information which we might find useful ( Accessibility); 2)
understand it and find meaning in it (Interpretability); 3) find it applicable to our domain and purpose of interest in a given context ( Relevance); and 4) believe it t o be free from defects (Integrity). We would dismiss or discount information that meets our criteria for all but one of any of the above attributes, each of which may be more than just a binary value.
Accessibility
We must first get information for it to be of use. Information accessibility is not included in Unintelligible or meaningless information to one user may be intelligible or meaningful to another. The information content or structure has not changed, but its quality differs according to user-determined criteria. For example, the same patient's blood chemistry report could be written in two versions: English and Japanese. To a physician unable to read it, the Japanese report would be unintelligible and therefore meaningless, while to a phys ician fluent in both languages either report would be equally suitable. Intelligibility is a necessary but insufficient condition for interpretability. Consider the case in which a patient who wants to know the results of their medical check-up finds the clinical report to be intelligible (i.e. in readable English), but meaningless because they lack training or domain knowledge necessary to interpret the values.
Relevance
Third, given information we can understand and interpret, we want it to be relevant to our usefulness is an inappropriate label, or is placed at the wrong level in their model, as it seems unlikely that information could be inaccessible or unintelligible and still useful.
Relevance has many possible domain-and purpose-related criteria (e.g. 'materiality' and the cost-benefit relationship of Financial Accounting Standards Board 1 ), but in all cases we require that information be of an age (relative to its volatility) such that we would still find it useful. Information that is too dated is irrelevant and usele ss. This consistent criterion is an important sub-attribute of 'Relevance' as discussed below. Wang et al. 2 treat age and volatility of the information separately from 'relevance', under the criteria 'timeliness'. But, while irrelevant information could certainly meet the user's age requirements for a given volatility, the reverse (remaining relevant while failing volatility-relative age requirements) seems unlikely. Thus the criteria are not separable.
An additional meaning of 'timeliness' 1 is whether information, relevant or not, was available in time to be useful. Since this aspect of information quality is already captured in 'Accessibility', we instead use the term 'datedness'. Information datedness varies directly with its age and volatility.
Age measures how long ago information was recorded. All other things being equal, the more recently the information was recorded, the less likely it is to be dated, and the more likely it is to be relevant. For example, a doctor may require their recovering surgery patient to only have twice-daily blood pressure measurements, even though the underlying value varies continuously.
Every twelve hours, the prior blood pressure measurement becomes dated information. If the next measurement is not made on time, the most r ecent (i.e. least dated) may suffice.
Measurements from a week ago, however, are certainly too dated to be of acceptable quality.
Volatility of information is a measure of information instability -the frequency of change of the value for an entity attribute of interest (the 'source value'). The more volatile information is, the more rapidly any recorded value becomes dated and less relevant. Non-volatile information is stable; it does not change nor become dated. Again, for blood pressure, the underlying value varies from moment-to-moment (high volatility) and, in surgery, must be monitored continuously to provide high-quality information on patient status. For surgical purposes a one-day-old blood pressure measure would be irrelevant. But, for an annual physical exam, such a measure may be considered current.
Theoretically, all information could be recorded and reported as frequently as the source values changed and thus never become dated. However, this may not be necessary nor ideal for the user's purposes, let alone practical, feasible or cost-effective. So, datedness becomes an important IQ sub-attribute, with its value determined by the user's judgment of whether information is recent enough to be relevant, given the rate of change of the source value, and the user's domain and purpose of interest.
Since information may be relevant, but inaccessible or unintelligible, we use relevance as the dimensional label, and datedness as a consistent, specific, user-determined relevancy criterion among the many possible. This matches the organization of relevance and timeliness as factors important to Contextual Quality in the empirical model by Wang & Strong 3 . The more dated information is, the less likely it is to be relevant to the user. The less relevant it is, the lower its quality.
Once the 'what' and 'why' bounds on the desired information and its pieces are established through Relevance, we then wish to assess the associated values using some criteria.
Integrity
Last, we therefore argue that given access to interpretable, relevant information we require it to have integrity. In essence, 'Integrity' implies freedom from defects or flaws, or having the state of being unimpaired or sound. In our model (see Figure 1 ) integrity consists of the following four sub-attributes: accuracy, completeness, consistency and existence. Some researchers (e.g. see Nayer 31 , Wang et al. 2 , and Wang and Strong 3 ) have not explicitly included the sub-attribute existence in the definition of 'Integrity' or its equivalent. We elaborate on existence later in the paper.
Wang et al. 2 describe a similar set of sub-attributes, including 'credibility' (Figure 2 ), under the attribute 'believability.' Wang and Strong 3 also group 'reputation' and 'believability'
as 'intrinsic' attributes. As mentioned earlier, 'credibility' and 'believability' are circular, and given a reputable, credible or believable source, evidence of integrity attributes -accuracy, completeness, consistency and existence of the information -may be assumed, not evaluated.
Though important to information users, credibility or reputation of an information source is evidence attesting to IQ integrity, not an information attribute, and may be evaluated without ever examining the information itself. Similarly, system security -prevention of unauthorized information access during storage and transmission 10 -serves as evidence integrity has been maintained. Such judgments should enter the model as evidence in support of integrity rather than as sub-attributes that compose it and are therefore not included in our model.
Several IQ models have categorized various integrity criteria under dimensions other than the intrinsic nature of information 3, 8 . This may stem from confusion between information attributes and users' definition and subsequent judgments of those attributes once fitness for use is established as the global quality standard, or from the substitution of terms such as "relevant"
for "useful" in everyday speech. We distinguish here, for example, between critical or gross numbers of flaws in any Integrity sub-attribute (e.g. supplying a surgeon all the necessary and correct pre-operative clinical information for the wrong patient) and flaws in Relevance (supplying the surgeon the correct patient's nutritional or payment history). In each case the information is of low IQ and probably useless. Confusion may stem from casual reference to the first case (a critical accuracy flaw) as "irrelevant", and the latter case (a gross relevance flaw) as "completely inaccurate". To continue the earlier database analogy, once we have defined the structure of a desired table of records and their fields (Relevance), we need to define the criteria for their contained values (Integrity). For example, 'completeness' has to be defined by what the user considers complete information. If a recently graduated geriatrics specialist wants to establish a practice in a city and needs to have mailing addresses of people older than fifty, a database of addresses without this age group is not complete for the purpose of that doctor. As used herein, intrinsic attributes relate to the ability of information to map back to the conceptual or real-world thing of interest to the user (Integrity), while extrinsic attributes relate to the ability of information to map to the users' constructs, such as domain and purpose of interest (Relevance) and understandability or meaningfulness (Interpretability). However, it is important to note that Relevance determines the criteria for evaluating intrinsic attributes of IQ.
The first sub-attribute of 'Integrity' in our model is 'Accuracy', which refers to information being true or error free with respect to some known, designated or measured value. As part of a patient examination, the patient's name may be known and therefore comparable for accuracy to information that should contain it. The patient's identification number is designated and may be checked for accuracy against the algorithm or context from which it was derived. Lastly, the However, fictitious information is not necessarily meaningless and can correspond to the real world. In fact, a goal of deliberately falsifying information is to undetectably simulate a realworld state that could have occurred, but did not. Another existence problem is redundancy.
Redundant information is permissible in some systems models of IQ (Wand and Wang, 1996) , and leads to ambiguity wherein at least one item of information should not exist, but it may be difficult to discern which is false. Establishing existence as a measure of integrity is an important auditing process.
Thus, our conceptual model of IQ (Figure 1 the variables on the right are met (i.e., each has a high level of confidence that it is met). If any one of them is not met (i.e., it takes a low value) then IQ is not met (i.e., IQ is low).
--- Figure 2 here ---
The rectangular boxes represent items of evidence pertinent to various attributes as represented by direct linkages between items of evidence and the attributes. In order to determine the overall quality of information, one needs to gather the relevant items of evidence as indicated in Figure 2 , evaluate the level of support each item of evidence provides to the corresponding variable(s), and then aggregate these assessments of support in the network to determine the overall level of support for the value 'high quality' of IQ. Below we describe two possible, important scenarios for assessing the overall level of support for IQ.
V. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES
Concern exists about the quality of online information (e.g. Silberg et al. Figure 3a shows the online-user scenario with an 'and' relationship between the attributes of IQ and overall IQ. In the figure, strong support exists for the belief that IQ is 'high', say 0.90, from prior experience, maximal support exists for the belief that Accessibility is 'high', i.e., 1.0, and moderately strong support exists for the beliefs that Interpretability and Relevance are 'high', say 0.80. The assigned belief value that Integrity is high was varied from maximal (1.0) down to nil (0). As shown, with strong support for IQ being 'high', reduced belief in Integrity (or any other single attribute of IQ) being 'high' has little impact on the resulting overall belief that IQ is 'high'. Thus without any negative evidence (i.e. lack of support for an attribute being rated as 'high' but no support for the attribute being rated as 'low'), using 'and' logic the model is dominated by the support for IQ. Figure 3b depicts the same scenario, relationship between IQ and its attributes, and beliefs obtained from prior experience (evidence pertaining directly to IQ, see Figure 2 ), Accessibility, Interpretability, and Relevance. However, the varied belief value for Integrity is that of Integrity being low -negative evidence. Proportional increases in belief that integrity is 'low' sharply decrease the overall belief in IQ being 'high' even with strong support for IQ being 'high' from prior experience. Also, whereas in Figure 3a there is no support for a belief in IQ being low, here the overall support for the belief that IQ is low sharply rises when belief in Integrity being low increases beyond 0.6.
VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
As an example (if a persons' aggregation of beliefs were to follow the model above), in the absence of evidence to the contrary, a pre-existing belief that the quality of online information is high may dominate lack of evidence or comfort that one of the attributes of IQ is 'high'.
However, should evidence or belief exist that one of the IQ attributes is 'low' this may rapidly erode belief in IQ being 'high'. In short, if the user finds evidence to support the belief that one or more attributes of IQ are of low quality, the overall belief that IQ is of high quality reduces to a low value even though general reports, assurances, or prior experience suggest that online information is of high quality.
An undesirable behavior of 'and' logic is the attenuation of accumulated overall beliefs. In the absence of support from prior experience for IQ being 'high', strong beliefs (0.9) in Accessibility, Interpretability, Relevance and Integrity each being 'high' result in an overall IQ of 0.656. This effect (with different initial values) can also be seen in Figure 5 , the assurance provider with 'and' logic scenario. down to the level of zero barely impacts the overall rating of IQ, especially when the support from prior experience for IQ being 'high' is strong (0.9 in the present case). Figure 4b depicts the same scenario as Figure 4a , but examines the impact of negative evidence. That is, the belief that Integrity is low is varied from nil (0) to maximal (1.0). As with Figure 4a there is little impact on the overall belief that IQ is 'high'. Introducing negative evidence yields some belief in IQ being 'low' and that, too, changes little as belief in Integrity being 'low' increases. Again, the resulting values being in a tightly compressed range. A more undesirable result of the weighted averaging method is that increased negative belief (increased belief in Integrity being 'low') has little effect on the overall rating of IQ. Figure 5 shows the assurance provider scenario in which no support for IQ from prior experience is available. We assume ability on the part of the user to assess Accessibility, Interpretability and Relevance, and as assurance providers we must accumulate beliefs from critical sub-attributes of IQ to derive an overall IQ measure using 'and' logic. As in previous examples, maximal support exists for the belief that Accessibility is 'high', i.e., the belief is 1.0, and moderately strong support exists for the beliefs that Interpretability and Relevance are 'high', say 0.80. The assigned belief value that each Integrity sub-attribute was high was varied from nil support (0) up to maximal support (1.0). As the figure illustrates, a principle problem with the behavior of the model under these conditions is the attenuation of the overall measure.
With all base evidence for Integrity providing extremely strong levels of belief (0.9) that all subattributes are 'high,' the overall belief in IQ being 'high' is 0.420. Even with evidence for only one Integrity sub-attribute providing a level of belief of 0.9, and all other Integrity sub-attribute evidence providing belief levels of 1.0, the overall belief in IQ being 'high' is still only .567.
This problem would be compounded in the (likely) case that there were many user-specified criteria under Relevance. In addition, the overall belief in IQ being 'high' varies exponentially with simultaneous, parallel changes in all the beliefs in Integrity sub-attributes being 'high'. This causes the overall belief in IQ being 'high' to be extremely sensitive to such changes in the range where strong support exists. For example, a decrease from 0.95 to 0.90 in all beliefs that Integrity sub-attributes are high will cause a decrease from 0.52 to 0.42 in the overall belief that IQ is 'high' Changes to only one Integrity sub-attribute, however, causes linear changes in the overall belief in IQ being 'high' (e.g. a decrease from 0.95 to 0.90 in the belief that Accuracy is 'high' will result in a decrease in the overall belief in IQ being 'high' from 0.61 to 0.58). Figure 6 shows the same assurance provider scenario and belief values using a weighted average relationship. Weighted averaging prevents some of the attenuation in overall IQ value that is seen when employing 'and' logic. However, again, weighted averaging is insensitive to gross decreases in beliefs assigned to individual sub-attributes. We should expect that in the absence of evidence in support of Integrity, ignorance about one of its sub-attributes (e.g. Accuracy) should decrease the belief in Integrity and therefore in overall IQ. However, reducing belief in support for one such Integrity sub-attribute, such as Accuracy, being 'high' to nil (0) has little effect on the overall IQ, reducing it from 0.9 to 0.84 in the example shown.
To summarize the sensitivity analyses, 'and' logic presents behavior that has theoretical face validity, and that may have some relationship to users' beliefs about IQ when negative 
VII. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The modified IQ model presented here extends and bridges previous models, resolving ambiguities in terminology and relationships of quality attributes. In particular: judgments of information source credibility and system security exist independently of information attributes and must therefore enter from outside any information model; 'believability' and 'credibility'
cannot be independent quality attributes nor an attribute and related sub-attribute as they are circularly related; 'credibility' is replaced in the model by 'integrity', a global assessment based on one or more judgments and belongs at a high level within the quality model; information datedness is a consistent attribute of relevance to the user, not independent from relevance; and, although aspects of it are found in systems-oriented data quality models, existence as found in auditing is an important concept absent in other IQ models. In our explanation of definitions we have also clarified a potentially critical ambiguity in the definition of information by proposing that usefulness does not transform data to information, nor define a characteristic of information itself, but is a user-dependent judgment of IQ. This and the clarifications above provide the theoretical foundation for our modified model, which forms the structure for evidential network, to then be used to evaluate overall IQ.
The two scenarios presented ('online-user' and 'assurance-provider') reflect two likely and important aspects of IQ evaluation currently facing information users -concerns about poor quality online information, and the need for information quality assurance. The two algorithms ('and' logic and weighted average) tested in sensitivity analyses of the evidential network in each scenario display both desirable and undesirable behaviors. 'And' logic presents face validity with the theoretical logic that IQ support should be diminished or negated by the presence of support for any major attribute of IQ being 'low'. In addition, 'and' logic exhibits behavior similar to that of users placing optimistically high levels of belief in IQ due to strong evidence in support of IQ being 'high' from prior experience, yet drastically reversing their beliefs when support increases for any major attribute being 'low.' However, in the absence of evidence on IQ from prior experience, 'and' logic attenuates the overall assessment of IQ being 'high' when all major IQ attributes are rated as 'high' with strong levels of support. This makes it unsatisfactory for use when evaluating sub-attributes of IQ for assurance provision and counter-intuitive for use by online users with no preconceived belief in the inherent quality of online information. Weighted averaging prevents the above attenuation due to 'and' logic, but is insensitive to gross decreases in individual or collective levels of assigned comfort. Further research exploring algorithms with rules of combination that generate better-tempered behavior is warranted.
Testing of the logical implementation and behavior of the network, however, needs to be supplemented with investigations of its applicability for information consumers (as it is designed as a user-centric model). We propose empirical evaluation of the network structure and attributes with information users' assessments of IQ. An immediate focus of future research will include testing the applicability of the model and its algorithms for clinical and Web information users and the attestation of information quality within these contexts.
In addition, applicability of the model requires evaluation through field-testing. Given the concerns about Internet information quality (health informa tion in particular), the evidential network could be used for rating website IQ through an online interface and user feedback collected to evaluate the tool. One such IQ rating tool is available from MITRETEK 34 , but does not use belief functions to represent nor aggregate users' ratings. Discussed earlier, the belief function framework appears to better represent human judgments of real-world uncertainties.
Lastly, given the global explosion of information availability and the concerns about online information quality, we see a need for a robust IQ model expressed in XML. As bandwidth and processing speeds increase, a theoretically and practically proven IQ model holds promise as a taxonomy for metadata tags thatwould reduce the need for manual evaluations of IQ. We believe exploring the semantic consistency and validity of the model in a wider range of contexts, and for more complex information constructs (such as taxonomies) will facilitate that goal.
APPENDIX A Introduction to Belief Functions
The Belief-Function framework is a broader framework for representing uncertainty than probability. Essentially, under the probability framework, we assign probability mass, P, to each possible value of a variable where all such masses add to one. For example, suppose there are n possible values, a 1 , a 2 , … a n , of variable A. Under the probability framework we assign probability mass to each value of the variable, i.e., P(a i ) ≥ 0, such that 
